
 Share
Ask the people at home what their 

favourite Bible story is and why they like it. 
What do we learn about God from the stories 
they have chosen?

Watch
Find a film based on a Bible story and have 

a movie night together.
Here are some suggestions:

 © The Prince of Egypt
 © Evan Almighty
 © Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor 
Dreamcoat/

 © The Miracle Worker

Create
Show a grown-up at home the clip below 

and see if you can have a go at making a tie-dye 
T-shirt.
Easy Tie Dye Shirt Tutorial / Tie Dye Design 
Ideas for Kids! By So Sallyo
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ZaZwLghiZ8Y

Quiz
Quiz each other on what you know about 

the Bible. For example:
 © Describe a Bible character and see if the 
other person can guess who it is.

 © Find a Bible trivia quiz for kids online.
 © Make a wordsearch with Bible names and 
places from a story you’ve been reading.

 © Learn something new together, like the order 
of all 66 books of the Bible.

HOLY LEARNING

 7 Philippians 1:3-6 Paul’s prayer
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